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New Cyber Sanctions Align
European Union with United States
The EU Council on May 19, 2019, issued restrictive measures to deter and
respond to cyber-attacks threatening the EU, its members, third countries, or
international organizations. The measures provide the authority to block the
assets of individuals and entities involved in cyber-attacks and enable enhanced
coordination with the United States, which first authorized sanctions targeting
similar activity on April 1, 2015.1 The EU’s new cyber measures mark the continued
expansion of its global, conduct-based sanctions programs.

▶▶ The EU Cyber Diplomacy Toolbox, which was announced in June 2017,
included sanctions among the tools that the EU could deploy to prevent and
respond to malicious cyber activities, and the EU took nearly two years to
deploy the sanctions authority.2
▶▶ The threat of malicious Russian cyber activity, along with continued threats
and cyber activity from China3 and North Korea,4 probably drove the adoption
of the authority, judging from press reporting on concerns about Russian
interference in upcoming elections5 and on other Russian cyber activity in the
EU.6
▶▶ In October 2018, the United Kingdom, the Netherlands, the Baltic States,
Finland, Denmark, and Romania circulated a paper arguing that cyber
sanctions were “a pressing priority,”7 but the adoption of this cyber sanctions
authority failed to gain a consensus then.8
Overview of the Authorities Provided in the EU Restrictive Measures
The EU’s new sanctions authority defines cyber-attack broadly, making it a
robust platform for targeting malicious cyber actors aggressively. The EU did not
impose any sanctions on any individuals or entities when it adopted the new authority,
however, and the EU has struggled to implement its other targeted sanctions amid
legal challenges.

▶▶ Cyber-attack is defined as “any action involving access to information systems,
interference in information systems, data interference, or data interception.”9
▶▶ The authority is focused on cyber-attacks that threaten the EU or its member
states and also allows for the targeting of actors who conduct cyber-attacks
with “significant effect” against third countries, international organizations, or

businesses in critical infrastructure sectors.10
▶▶ The EU has struggled to implement existing targeted sanctions authorities
amid legal challenges. Intelligence that supports designations is often
classified and the EU has been hesitant to declassify much of this evidence. As
a result, lawsuits at the European Court of Justice have proven successful for
designated persons who have challenged due to lack of public evidence.11
New EU Authority Provides Sound Basis for Transatlantic Cooperation
The new EU measures and the cyber sanctions adopted by the United States in
201512 and 201613 seek to target similar malicious cyber activity, though the EU
authority is slightly narrower than the U.S. authority.

▶▶ The U.S.14 and EU15 cyber-related sanctions programs are generally aligned on
the type of attack that would be in-scope to trigger a targeted response. Both
programs, for example, provide designation authorities in response to attacks
on critical infrastructure and certain economic activities.
▶▶ The inclusion of authorities for restrictive measures in response to attacks
on third countries or international organizations could allow for increased
transatlantic coordination on targeting.16
▶▶ The EU authority appears to be drafted more narrowly than the U.S. authority.
The U.S. program authorizes sanctions in response to cyber-attacks on U.S.
political parties or businesses17 and the U.S. has targeted malicious actors for
attacks on the Democratic National Committee18 and SONY Pictures.19 In
a divergence from the U.S. authority, the EU authority does not explicitly
authorize sanctions in response to cyber-attacks on EU political parties or on
EU businesses outside of the critical infrastructure sectors.20
Implications of EU Cyber Restrictive Measures for Financial Institutions
Financial institutions may have significant exposure to individuals and entities
that are eventually targeted under the new EU authorities, because Russian
oligarchs with substantial holdings in the European Union have been involved in
Russian efforts to use cyber attacks against Western targets. The cyber sanctions
may open the EU’s targeting aperture with respect to Russia.

▶▶ The EU’s targeting authorities with respect to Russian activity were previously
linked only to Crimea, Ukraine, and Russia’s use of chemical weapons. The
EU may be willing to bear more significant costs for deterring or responding
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to Russian malign activity in the EU than it has been willing to bear for
responding to Russian activity in Ukraine.
▶▶ Russian companies and businessmen are entangled in Russia’s projection of
power abroad, melding Russian business interests with covert action against
Western targets. Yevgeny Prigozhin, who is accused of funding the troll farm
used to interfere in the 2016 U.S. election, also runs a large catering business.21
▶▶ Oleg Deripaska, a Russian aluminum magnate, was designated by OFAC for
his involvement with an array of Russian “malign activity around the globe.”22
Alexander Torshin, a former deputy governor of the Russian Central Bank,
is accused of directing a scheme to infiltrate powerful American political
organizations23 and was also sanctioned by OFAC.24
The EU’s creation of its cyber sanctions program marks the continued expansion
of EU authorities that target individuals and entities based on their conduct.

▶▶ In 2018, the EU established a chemical weapons-related sanctions program
and has imposed sanctions on nine individuals and one company under the
authority.25
▶▶ Targeted human rights sanctions are also under current discussion.26 The
approach parallels the development of the Global Magnitsky program that the
United States implemented in 2017.
▶▶ The EU has had targeted sanctions related to terrorism since December 2001,
freezing the funds of Osama bin Laden and individuals and entities associated
with him. These have expanded over time with the development of UN
sanctions to include sanctions against Al-Qaida and ISIS.27
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